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A Robust Visual System for Looming Cue
Detection Against Translating Motion
Fang Lei , Zhiping Peng, Mei Liu, Jigen Peng, Vassilis Cutsuridis, and Shigang Yue , Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— Collision detection is critical for autonomous vehicles or robots to serve human society safely. Detecting looming
objects robustly and timely plays an important role in collision
avoidance systems. The locust lobula giant movement detector
(LGMD1) is specifically selective to looming objects which are
on a direct collision course. However, the existing LGMD1
models cannot distinguish a looming object from a near and
fast translatory moving object, because the latter can evoke a
large amount of excitation that can lead to false LGMD1 spikes.
This article presents a new visual neural system model (LGMD1)
that applies a neural competition mechanism within a framework
of separated ON and OFF pathways to shut off the translating
response. The competition-based approach responds vigorously to
monotonous ON/ OFF responses resulting from a looming object.
However, it does not respond to paired ON–OFF responses that
result from a translating object, thereby enhancing collision
selectivity. Moreover, a complementary denoising mechanism
ensures reliable collision detection. To verify the effectiveness
of the model, we have conducted systematic comparative experiments on synthetic and real datasets. The results show that our
method exhibits more accurate discrimination between looming
and translational events—the looming motion can be correctly
detected. It also demonstrates that the proposed model is more
robust than comparative models.
Index Terms— Lobula giant movement detector (LGMD1),
looming detection, ON/ OFF neural competition, translating
motion, visual neural system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NSECTS have evolved elegant visual systems to avoid
obstacles or to detect approaching predators within complex visual scenes in order to enhance their chances of
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survival [1]–[3]. Their compacted brains and specialized
neural mechanisms have provided a source of inspiration for
the development of specific functionalities, such as navigation, tracking, and collision detection, in autonomous robots
and vehicles [4]–[8]. The lobula giant movement detector
(LGMD1) neuron of the locust responds selectively to potential dangers caused by imminent collision or approaching
predators [9]–[11]. LGMD1-based artificial visual systems
are likewise designed to provide solutions for the detection
of dangerous situations [12]–[15]. However, existing models
are unable to distinguish looming objects from near and
fast translating objects. For example, a fast translationally
moving car passing in front of the video camera evokes false
LGMD1 spikes and trigger unwanted collision alarms [16].
A pedestrian walking on pavement may also trigger a false
alarm due to rapid translational movement [17]. Hence, how
neural strategies effectively shape the directional selectivity of
the LGMD1 for looming detection against translation forms
the basis of the present research.
Intuitively, the visual pattern created by looming motion
is quite different from that created by translational motion.
The former is characterized by an expanding image size
conveying information about movements in depth [18]. The
latter exhibits moving images with changing positions in the
field of view (FOV) but without a change in image size.
The characteristics of a selective response require that the
system produces intense outputs only in response to the
preferred direction [19], [20]. However, like rapidly expanding
stimuli, large translating stimuli can also elicit a train of spikes
unless they are effectively inhibited.
How the presynaptic neural processing between inhibitions
and excitations should contribute to shaping the selective
responses of the LGMD1 model to looming objects instead
of fast translating ones, is still unclear. Neural information
processing mechanisms, such as lateral inhibition [21], spiking
frequency adaptation (SFA) [22], separated processing of
ON / OFF signals [15], and synaptic plasticity mechanisms [8]
have been applied in previous models. However, they have not
been able to deal with the challenges presented by translating
stimuli, such as fast translationally moving objects traveling at
loom-like speeds or moving in a divergent mode. By analyzing
the response properties of two kinds of motion patterns in
the spatial and temporal domains, we have found that a
translating object usually triggers paired ON–OFF responses,
while a looming object only produces monotonous responses
either ON or OFF. This implies that a neural competition
between ON and OFF responses may occur in the LGMD1
neuron.
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This neural competition can help in the selection of some
certain response features or patterns [23], [24]. Moreover, the
phenomenon of “canceling” (inhibiting) each other between
ON and OFF edges is also observed in the mouse retina [25]
and similar models are proposed for detecting approaching
objects [26], [27]. In the postsynaptic partner of LGMD1,
the well-known DCMD neuron, a clear reciprocal relationship
exists between ON and OFF pathways [28]. Therefore, we have
developed a new bio-plausible LGMD1 model which compares ON and OFF responses. The new computational structure
of this LGMD1 model integrates various neural information
processing mechanisms within the framework of separated
ON / OFF pathways. The key functionality of the neural competition mechanism is to filter out translating stimuli. In addition, we have added a new denoising process to the model,
inspired by the role of lateral excitation [29] and group-decay
(GD) processing mechanisms [13]. The denoising procedure is
responsible for extracting real collision information from noisy
backgrounds, which makes the detection of looming motion
much more reliable.
In this article, we propose an LGMD1 neural network
model that shows a strong preference for looming, rather
than translational motion. The proposed model is sensitive to
looming objects but not to translationally moving ones. The
main contributions of this article are as follows: 1) a new
computational architecture is proposed based on the neural
competition between ON and OFF pathways; 2) the denoising
mechanism is implemented for extracting reliable motion
cues; and 3) more comprehensive comparative experiments
for looming and translational movement events have been
conducted and the results show the proposed model is robust in
detecting looming objects against translationally moving ones.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
Section II reviews related work on the detection of looming
motion. In Section III, we introduce the network architecture of the proposed LGMD1 model. Section IV provides
comprehensive experiments, including performance evaluation
and comparisons against baseline models. Section V finally
presents the conclusion and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Differentiating between looming and translational motion
is essential for the accuracy of a visually guided collision
detection system. Fast and efficient image processing algorithms are needed to determine the direction of motion.
Compared with conventional feature-based and optical-flowbased methods, models inspired by motion detector neurons
possess simple computational structures and demand less
computation (detailed comparisons among the proposed model
and conventional methods are provided in the Supplementary
Material). In this section, we first review several biologically
inspired motion detectors and then discuss the LGMD1-based
models.
A. Biologically Inspired Methods
For collision detection, biologically inspired methods use
directionally sensitive neurons [30] to measure expanding
optic flow, or looming-sensitive neurons [25], [31] to perceive
approaching objects. The correlation-type elementary motion

detector (EMD) that can detect movement in a particular
direction measures expanding optic flow to detect looming
motion [32]. However, the EMD-based methods depend on
reliable computation and the coding of optic flow is ambiguous [33]. Neural models inspired by the identified local
approach-sensitive Pvlab-5 ganglion cell are computationally
efficient in detecting looming objects [26], [27], but the
sensitivity of these models is noticeably influenced by the
size of the receptive field. The wide-field looming-sensitive
neuron (LGMD1) has been investigated extensively [2], [22],
[31], [34], [35], and this makes it a good choice for detecting
looming motion. A variety of existing LGMD1-based models
are discussed in the following.
B. LGMD1-Based Models
The first LGMD1 neural network model [21] and research
into its application [13], [14] involved filtering out nonlooming
stimuli by altering the strength of lateral synaptic connections
and the timing of inhibition signals. However, the size and
velocity of the moving object were found to limit the effects of
lateral inhibition. This led to the development of models which
could produce strong responses to rapid or large translational
movements. It was found that adjusting parameters [16] or
integrating networks that were sensitive to translational movements [17], [36] could reduce false collision alerts in most situations. Nevertheless, the problem of distinguishing between
looming objects on a collision course, and transactionally
moving objects remained. Moreover, these models demanded
more computational resources and did not reflect the intrinsic
collision-sensitive properties of the biological neuron.
A more recently presented LGMD1 model [15] processes
the visual stimuli in separate ON/ OFF pathways and adopts
the spike-frequency adaptation (SFA) mechanism [22], [37],
[38] for shaping collision selectivity. The biophysical SFA
mechanism is modeled by computing the derivative of neural
response and two time-dependent coefficients. This makes the
model sensitive to changes in an object’s velocity. Responses
to translating objects at a constant speed can be effectively
inhibited. However, those with changing velocity may elicit
strong responses. This indicates that there is an additional
inhibitory mechanism for differentiating looming from translation [38]. For the models with separate ON/ OFF pathways,
we think responses to looming and translational motion should
be quite different. Therefore, we propose a new LGMD1
model based on the neural competition between the ON and
OFF channels.
Our initial LGMD1 model that has adopted this neural
competition mechanism has been reported in the International
Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN) 2020 [39]. The
updated LGMD1 model presented in this article has several
improvements over its predecessor. First, we have added a
new denoising layer prior to the S layer to ensure responses
to real stimuli only. The denoising layer replaces the function
of the G layer in the original model and achieves superior
performance by reducing small and isolated background noise.
Second, the output of the S cell has been normalized by a
nonlinear operation that makes our model more adaptive for
the detection of looming objects visualized at varying levels
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indicates its attenuation rate. The luminance change L  (x, y, i )
is computed by (3), where L(x, y, i ) and L(x, y, i − i )
indicate the gray values of pixel (x, y) at time i and i − i .
The P cells are arranged in a matrix mapping pixel positions
in video images. Moreover, continuous time is discretized by
a sequence of image processing frames. Time i and i − i
indicate two consecutive frames with a frame interval i . Note
that the value of T is set empirically by three frame intervals,
and its value varies when the frame rate changes.
B. Lamina to Medulla Layer

Fig. 1. Proposed LGMD1 model is composed of six layers of cells (P, E, I ,
D E , D I , and S) and three single cells (FFIon , FFIoff , and LGMD1). Signals are
split into ON (red-arrows) and OFF (blue-arrows) channels each with five layers
(E, I , D E , D I , and S); the D E , and D I layers are responsible for filtering
out isolated background excitation. The dashed lines indicate transmission of
delayed neural signals. Excitatory signals from the two channels create neural
competition in the LGMD1 neuron.

of contrast. Third, we have shown that responses between
ON and OFF pathways show significant differences even with
loom-like speed stimuli. Finally, we have presented a more
comprehensive experimental comparison among the proposed
LGMD1 model and comparative models.
III. N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE
The proposed LGMD1 model is shown in Fig. 1. The model
separates the ON and OFF channels for processing visual signals. In an advance on the former LGMD1 model [39], it incorporates new DE and DI layers before the S layer and removes
the previous G layer. In the following Sections III-A–III-F,
we have schematically illustrated the motion signal processing
architecture of the proposed model and elaborated on its
components.
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the network, including the
retina, lamina, medulla, and lobula layers. The ON or OFF
type stimuli represent responses of positive or negative contrast
polarity elicited by moving edges. The two different types of
stimuli are then further processed in separate ON and OFF
channels. More details are described as follows.
A. Retina to Lamina Layer
The photoreceptor (P) cells detect changes in luminance (L)
and produce corresponding electrical signals. The output of the
P cell is defined by the following:
 t
1
P(x, y, t) =  t
·
pi · L  (x, y, i )di
(1)
p
di
t−T
i
t−T
pi = e−α·(t−i) ,


pi ∈ (0, 1)

L (x, y, i ) = L(x, y, i ) − L(x, y, i − i )

(2)
(3)

where P(x, y, t) reflects the change in luminance detected
by pixel (x, y) over time T milliseconds. This indicates the
persistence time that the change in luminance can last. pi represents the attenuation coefficient of L  and the parameter α

The changes in luminance (increments or decrements) are
first rectified by transient cells in the medulla [40], as shown
in Fig. 2. Then, signals with opposite polarity go through
three processing stages in separate ON and OFF pathways.
Each channel exhibits a similar computational process, which
is elaborated as follows.
1) Asymmetric Mechanism: A pairwise excitatory (E) and
inhibitory (I ) cell receive the rectified outputs from the corresponding P cell. The “half-wave rectification” [41] processing
converts the polarity of negative (OFF) into positive, but
the positive (ON) value remains unchanged. The rectification
process for ON and OFF channel are given by
E ON (x, y, t) = ION (x, y, t) = [P(x, y, t)]+

(4)

E OFF (x, y, t) = IOFF (x, y, t) = −[P(x, y, t)]−

(5)

where [a]+ = max(0, a), [a]− = min(0, a). The output of the
E/I cell is related with image contrast, which have the same
value.
2) Denoising Mechanism: The aim of the denoising mechanism is to extract the real stimuli and eliminate small and
isolated background excitations. The process in the E/I layer
can be interpreted by Fig. 3 and consists of two stages:
first, computing the value of the passing coefficient of each
cell; then transmitting the value of the signal from each
cell multiplied by corresponding passing coefficient to the
DE /DI layer.
In the first stage, the passing coefficient is related to the
average change in luminance of the receptive field and it is
normalized by dividing by the maximum average luminance
change in the whole layer. The connection weighting matrix
of the receptive field in the E/I layer can be represented by a
3 × 3 matrix
⎡
⎤
1/9 1/9 1/9
W E = W I = ⎣1/9 1/9 1/9⎦
(6)
1/9 1/9 1/9
where W E and W I are convolved with the excitation and
inhibition matrix in ON and OFF pathways. The average luminance change (excitation or inhibition) can be mathematically
defined as
A E (x, y, t) =

1
1 


E(x + i, y + j, t)W E (i, j )

(7)

I (x + i, y + j, t)W I (i, j )

(8)

i=−1 j =−1

A I (x, y, t) =

1
1 

i=−1 j =−1
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the three stages of signal processing in the LGMD1 model. Retina to lamina layer: the photoreceptor (P) cell captures
changes in pixelwise luminance (L); each P-unit feeds both an ON and an OFF channel. Lamina to medulla layer: two types of visual stimuli are processed
separately in ON and OFF channels. This includes an asymmetric mechanism (rectification), a denoising mechanism (see Fig. 3) and a lateral inhibition
mechanism (see Fig. 4). Medulla to lobula layer: the LGMD1 neuron collects the winner excitatory signals arising from the neural competition between ON
and OFF pathways; the delayed FFI signals from the ON and OFF responses inhibit the initial response of the model to movement or to sudden great changes
in luminance in the visual field.

where E(x, y, t) and I (x, y, t) represent the excitation and
inhibition in the receptive field of each cell. The normalized
value of E/I cell can also be regarded as the probability of
occurrence to luminance changes
PE (x, y, t) = A E (x, y, t)/(c + max(A E ))
PI (x, y, t) = A I (x, y, t)/(c + max(A I ))

(9)
(10)

where PE (x, y, t) and PI (x, y, t) are normalized passing coefficients, max(A E ) and max(A I ) denote the range of luminance
changes. c is a small real number to prevent the denominator
tending toward zero.
In the second stage, we pass the expected excitation and
inhibition signals through two separate channels by multiplying the excitation value by the normalized passing coefficient
D E (x, y, t) = PE (x, y, t) · E(x, y, t)
D I (x, y, t) = PI (x, y, t) · I (x, y, t)

(11)
(12)

where D E (x, y, t) or D I (x, y, t) denote the denoising cells.
They become excited only when their value exceeds the
threshold Tc . This can be mathematically described as follows:
D̃ E (x, y, t) =

D E (x, y, t), if D E (x, y, t) ≥ Tc
0,
otherwise

(13)

D̃ I (x, y, t) =

D I (x, y, t), if D I (x, y, t) ≥ Tc
0,
otherwise

(14)

where Tc represents the threshold of the change in luminance. This process is capable of retaining the strong signals
whilst eliminating small or isolated signals in the background.
Since the excitation and inhibition have the same value
[see (4) and (5)], the threshold for D E and D I are identical.
3) Lateral Inhibition Mechanism: In the early stages of
visual processing, lateral inhibition is a very common feature
in many organisms [42]. The details of the lateral inhibition
mechanism are shown in Fig. 4. They are mathematically
defined as follows:
L_ION (x, y, t) =

1
1 


D̃I,ON (x + i, y + j, t − τs )Wi (i, j )

i=−1 j =−1

(15)
SON (x, y, t) = [ D̃E,ON (x, y, t) − L_ION (x, y, t)]
S̃ON (x, y, t) = λ · log10 (SON )

+

(16)
(17)

where L_I D,ON (x, y, t) represents the summation of lateral
inhibitions from the D layer corresponding to a spatial position
(x, y) at time t in the ON pathway. D̃ I,ON and D̃ E,ON represent
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the denoising mechanism. The red cells in
E/I layer represent the receptive field of the cell (red) in the DE /DI layer.
Two processing stages are implemented between the two layers, including the
computation of the passing coefficient (black arrows) and the transfer of the
expected excitation or inhibition signal (blue arrow).
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Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the neural competition between ON and
OFF channels. SON and SOFF are effective outputs (nonzero value) from the S
layer participating in competition. The winner excitations are passed to the
LGMD1 neuron.

opponent pathways represent the practical expanding stimuli.
Correspondingly, the value of membrane potential MP(t) is
defined as
Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the lateral inhibition mechanism. (a) Excitation (D E ) unit and the neighboring inhibition (D I ) unit from the D layer are
summed to the summation (S) unit in the same retinotopic position; excitation
and inhibition decay exponentially with different coefficients, and the decay
processes are described in [21]; delays at excitatory connections are set to
0 ms, whereas delays at inhibitory connections are set to vary from several
to tens of milliseconds accordingly (one frame delay). (b) Connection weight
matrix of lateral inhibition.

denoising inhibitions and excitations in the ON channel, which
is summated by the S cell. τs represents the time delay constant
and is set to one frame delay in this model. Wi indicates the
connection weight matrix of lateral inhibition [see Fig. 4(b)].
SON (x, y, t) denotes the output of S cell. S̃ON indicates the
normalization value of SON that can deal with low-contrast
situations. λ controls the expected output value of the S
cell via the spiking threshold of the LGMD1 neuron which
is determined empirically. The OFF pathway implements a
similar processing procedure to the ON pathway.

Cmax (t) = max S_ S̃ON (t), S_ S̃OFF (t)

(20)

Cmin (t) = min S_ S̃ON (t), S_ S̃OFF (t)

(21)

MP(t) =

Cmax (t) − Cmin (t),
if Cmin (t) ≤ 1
Cmax (t)/Cmin (t) − 1, if Cmin (t) > 1

(22)

where the output of MP(t) is scaled when the value of Cmin
is larger than 1. The membrane potential is then normalized
by an activation function. That is,
NMP(t) = 1 − 1/ exp β −1 · MP(t) · n −1
cell

(23)

where β is the parameter related to the angular size (θthres ) on
the locust’s retina, and n cell denotes the total number of cells
(numbers of pixels) in the G layer, NMP(t) ∈ (0 ∼ 1). It is
worthy to note that the peak firing rate always occurs after the
◦
◦
object has reached a threshold angle θthres of 24 (±1.5 ) on
the locust’s retina [35]. Hence, β is set to 0.25 when the FOV
◦
of the camera eye is nearly 100 .

C. Medulla to Lobula Layer
In the lobula layer, numerous trans-medullary-afferents
(TmAs) connect the eye with the LGMD1 neuron [2]. The
excitatory signals from the S cells are passed by TmAs to the
LGMD1 neuron. A neural competition between summed ON
and OFF type responses is schematically shown in Fig. 5. If the
membrane potential evoked by winner excitations exceeds
a fixed threshold, it will elicit a spike. The computational
processes of neural competition are shown as follows.
1) Neural Competition Mechanism: The summed outputs
of S cells in separate ON and OFF channel make a response
comparison. That is,

S̃ON (x, y, t)
S_ S̃ON (t) =
(18)

D. Spiking Mechanism
If the value of NMP(t) exceeds the threshold Ts , a spike is
produced
Spike(t) =

1, if NMP(t) ≥ Ts
0, otherwise

(24)

(19)

where 1 represents a spike and 0 indicates no spike. The alarm
time ( A T ) represents the occurrence of successive n sp spikes
in a specific time period tn . That is,
 t
⎧
⎨t, if
Spike(i ) ≥ n sp
AT =
(25)
t−tn
⎩
0, otherwise

where S_ S̃ON (t) and S_ S̃OFF (t) indicate the summation of
nonzero excitations in ON and OFF pathways, respectively.
The winner excitations from the comparison between two

where the value of A T is greater than ZERO indicates a
collision. The alarm frame (A F ) is the discretized format
of A T . Note that the value of Ts and n sp are set in accordance
with [13].

S_ S̃OFF (t) =

x

y

x

y



S̃OFF (x, y, t)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE P ROPOSED LGMD1 M ODEL

E. Feed Forward Inhibition
The feed forward inhibition FFI) is said to have the ability to
suppress large changes in the image caused by ego-motion [12]
or the model’s initial response to movement [42]. However,
the FFI is transiently activated in response to large and rapid
changes in luminance and is therefore unlikely to contribute
to the sustained suppression of the responses to translating
objects [38]. In this article, the response to translational motion
caused by ego motion can be effectively inhibited by the
ON / OFF neural competition mechanism (see Section IV-D).
Hence, FFI is simply used to shut down the spiking of LGMD1
when substantial changes in luminance occur in the visual
scene caused by changes in ambient lighting conditions. The
FFI signal is gathered from P cells with a time delay, which
is mathematically described by

PON (x, y, t − τ )
(26)
FFION (t) =
FFIOFF (t) =

x

y

x

y



POFF (x, y, t − τ )

FFI(t) = FFION (t) + FFIOFF (t)

(27)
(28)

where FFI(t) represents the changes in luminance received
from the photoreceptors with a delay of τ milliseconds from
both ON and OFF channels. The value of τ is set to one frame
interval. If the value of FFI exceeds a threshold, the spikes
in the LGMD are inhibited immediately. It should be noted
that the FFI has not been activated in the experiments that
have been carried out to validate the inhibitory effect of neural
competition to translational motion caused by ego motion.
F. Parameters of the System
Parameters of the proposed LGMD1 model are listed
in Table I based on current trials. Certain parameters
(c, β, and n cell ) have been determined by the analyses
in Sections III-A–III-E. Other parameters have been chosen
empirically. Note that the value of parameters T , τs , and
τ are adjusted by the frame rates of the sequences tested
(30∼120 fps). For example, T (25 ms), τ (8.3 ms), and τs
(8.3 ms) when the frame rate equals 120 fps. In the following
experiments, they are kept unchanged unless stated.
The proposed LGMD1 model is written in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The computer used in
experiments is a standard laptop with a 1.80-GHz Intel Core
i5 CPU and 16.00-GB RAM memory.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
1) Datasets: The proposed model was tested on both synthetic and real datasets. The synthetic image sequences were

produced by Vision Egg software [43], including traditional
sinusoidal gratings, the movement of simple shapes on clean
or real complex backgrounds (see Sections IV-B–IV-E), and
the shifting of a panoramic natural scene (see Section IV-D).
The real image sequences were recorded with a GoPro camera
which was fixed on a tripod in front of simple and complex
environments and fixed on a mobile Yahboom 4WD smart
robot in a complex environment (see Section IV-E). The GoPro
camera was set with a wide FOV mode such that the vertical
and horizontal FOV were 94.4◦ and 122.6◦, respectively. The
resolution of the synthesized image was 96 × 128 pixels and
the frame rate ranged from 30 ∼ 120 frames per second (fps).
The captured real image had a resolution of 960 × 1280 pixels
at 120 fps, but the image that was fed as an input to the
neural network models was resized to 96 × 128 pixels using
the “imresize” function in the MATLAB image processing
toolbox. All visual stimuli in the datasets can be divided into
looming and translating events.
2) Evaluation Criteria: We employ the normalized membrane potential (NMP) curve to show the output of LGMD1
models. If the result of an LGMD1 responding to visual stimuli
is correct, it indicates a successful detection. The result is
related to the angular threshold (θthres ), time to collision (TC ),
or alarm frame (A F ). The value of θthres is independent of
the size or velocity of the approaching object. According to
previous biological research [35], the peak LGMD1 activity
occurs after the approaching object has reached a specific
angular threshold θthres on the retina, where its upper and lower
limit are 15◦  θthres  40◦ , respectively. TC represents the
time of collision between two objects, which can be expressed
in seconds or in the number of frames before collision [44].
For the sake of simplicity, we use A F representing the result
of the detection. The mathematical description of A F can be
seen in Section III-D.
Two metrics are used to evaluate the detection performance:
the detection success rate (D R ) of the LGMD1 neuron and the
false alarm rate (FA ) of the LGMD1 neuron. They are defined
as follows
number of true detection
(29)
DR =
number of image sequences
number of false detection
.
(30)
FA =
number of image sequences
3) Implementation: In previous research into LGMD1 and
its postsynaptic target, the DCMD, the LGMD1 has been
shown to respond selectively to approaching objects, either
dark or light, but produces a weak response to translatory
movements [22], [34], [35], [45]. Here, we have used a number
of synthetic image sequences to test the basic characteristics of the model and have compared the performance of
looming stimulus selectivity with two comparative models on
synthetic and real datasets. The proposed model (TPM), the
comparative model 1 (TCM1) [13], [14], and the comparative
model 2 (TCM2) [15] are represented by symbols ∗, ◦, and +,
respectively, in the graphical NMP curves. The implementation of our experiments is as follows: we first presented
and analyzed the different response properties between ON
and OFF pathways by testing image sequences of looming and
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Fig. 6. Outputs of the P layer when the model is tested with looming and translating stimuli. The left column presents looming or translational motion,
including dark objects moving on light backgrounds and light objects moving on dark backgrounds. The middle column indicates outputs of the P layer of
a specified pixel in the t axis. The right column denotes outputs of horizontal line pixels in the image plane at a fixed time point in the x axis. (a) and
(b) Outputs of testing looming stimuli. (c) and (d) Outputs of testing translating stimuli.

translational movement; we then verified the effectiveness of
the denoising mechanism and the suppressing effect on widefield movements; we finally compared the model with two
baseline models on synthetic and real datasets.
B. ON/OFF Responses to Looming and Translating Stimuli
To investigate the response properties of moving edges
to loom and translating stimuli, we first analyzed outputs
of the P layer in time and spatial domains (see Fig. 6).
Since edges of opposite contrasts (dark-to-light and light-todark) were processed in separate ON and OFF pathways [34],
we have displayed the outputs from the dual channels and
neural responses of the LGMD1 neuron (see Fig. 7).
As shown in Fig. 6, we recorded outputs of a specified
pixel of the image plane in each frame (t axis) to obtain
its responses in the time domain. Moreover, outputs of a
horizontal line of pixels (x coordinate) in the spatial domain at

a fixed time were also recorded. By comparing the curves of
outputs in the time and spatial domains, we find that responses
to looming and translating stimuli are quite different. The
looming stimuli elicit OFF or ON single type outputs in the t
and x axis. However, the translating stimuli elicit both ON and
OFF type outputs. We, therefore, infer that a comparison may
exist between the ON and OFF channels inhibiting translating
stimuli.
Fig. 7 further demonstrates such differences by presenting
the neural responses of the ON and OFF pathways as well as
of the neuron. As the neural response is related to the speed of
movement and image contrast, we have tested the model with
eight image sequences that are at constant, changing speed,
and opposite contrast. Fig. 7(a) shows neural responses to
looming motion. It can be seen that there is only one pathway
in the model producing increasing excitations as the image size
becomes larger. The LGMD1 neuron will produce a train of
spikes after the expanding image size reaches a specific size.
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Fig. 7. Responses to looming and translating stimuli, respectively, including responding to ON and OFF channels, and the NMP of the LGMD1 neuron. The
blue curve shows excitations from ON and OFF pathways. The red curve denotes the NMP of LGMD1. The green curve represents the height of the square
for looming stimuli and the position in the horizontal axis for translating stimuli independently. (a) A and B: approaching squares. C and E: response of
looming stimuli at a constant speed. D and F: responses to looming stimuli at loom-like increasing speed. (b) A and B: translationally moving squares. C and
E: responses to translating stimuli at a constant speed. D and F: responses to translating stimuli at loom-like increasing speed.

Fig. 7(b) displays neural responses to translational motion.
In contrast, similar quantity excitations are produced in ON
and OFF pathways to either the translating dark object or light
object. As a result, the responses of LGMD1 are very weak
or nearly close to zero.

According to Fig. 7(a) and (b), we can conclude that the
response properties in ON and OFF pathways are quite different
for looming and translational motion. Translatory moving
objects produce paired ON–OFF responses while approaching
objects yield a monotonous ON/ OFF response. As the real-
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of early visual processing in the proposed
model. The input image was contaminated by random noise and it was passed
into the P layer for extraction and denoising of motion stimuli. The processing
stages were then implemented in the P, E/I , and D E /D I layers.

biological LGMD1 neuron in the locust shows no or weak
responses to translatory visual stimuli, it reveals a possibility
of neural competition in ON and OFF channels in the visual
systems of insects.
C. Effectiveness of the Denoising Mechanism
To enhance motion cues, a G layer that implements
grouped excitation together with decay (GD) [13] processing
is included after the S layer in the initial LGMD1 model.
The G layer adopts a grouping strategy to gather together
lateral excitation, thereby enhancing the response to coherent
stimuli [29] while diminishing the small and isolated excitation
produced by the background.
In this article, we have applied a denoising mechanism
in the proposed model. The new mechanism has a similar
mathematical form when compared with the GD processing
strategy in the G layer. However, they are actually very
different. First, the structure of the LGMD1 model has been
changed such that the functional layer that carries out the
denoising is placed in advance of the S layer; second, the
denoising mechanism of the D layer is realized by computing
the expected pixel value within a 3×3 neighborhood in order to
eliminate small and isolated excitations; finally, the original G
layer needs an additional parameter to control the quantity of
excitation, whereas the proposed model introduces a parameter
of angle threshold to replace it.
To intuitively demonstrate the effectiveness of the denoising
mechanism in the DE /DI layer, we tested the model with a set
of image sequences with different levels of random noise. The
noisy images produced by the computer can be mathematically
described as
L̃ n (x, y, t) = L(x, y, t) + kn · rand

(31)

where the function “rand” generates a single uniformly distributed random value between (0, 1); kn represents the level
of random image noise and is set from 0 ∼ 50 units with
a step increase of 10. Hence, there are six image sequences
representing identical motions but with different noise levels.
We have presented the denoising process (see Fig. 8) and have

Fig. 9. Neural responses of the proposed LGMD1 model that adopts various
processing strategies. The visual stimuli tested consist of the image sequence
with different levels of random noise (kn = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50). (a) Sample
frames of the image sequence to test the model. (b) Model in the absence
of either the G D processing or denoising mechanisms (without G and D
layers). (c) Model implementing G D processing (with the G layer). (d) Model
implementing the denoising mechanism (with the D layer).

compared the neural responses under various processing strategies (see Fig. 9). Note that the parameter settings throughout
the model without the G and D layer, with G layer and with
D layer, are kept the same. This ensures that the differences
produced by experimental results are inherent to the model
structures.
Fig. 8 displays the procedure for extracting and denoising the motion signals. The input image is initially passed into
the model and its random isolated excitations are inhibited by
the denoising mechanism of the D E /D I layer. The exhibited
output images of the E/I and the D E /D I layers in the
separated ON/ OFF pathways indicate random noise in the
background can be effectively eliminated.
Fig. 9(a) presents sample frames of the looming image
sequence to test the model. Fig. 9(b)–(d) displays neural
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Fig. 10. Neural responses to sinusoidal gratings with the spiking threshold
set at 0.7. (a) Example gratings as input. (b) Model is challenged by a series
of gratings with different TFs. (c) Model is challenged by a series of gratings
with different SFs.

responses of tested image sequences with various levels of
noise. As can be seen, the outputs of the model with the G
layer [39] or with the D layer are more consistent than without
the G and D layers. This implies that the grouping excitation
processing ([13], [29], [39]) or the denoising mechanisms are
effective in diminishing random noise from the background.
However, the model with the D layer results in an earlier
alarm frame when compared with the model with the G layer.
As the latency of the alarm frame may cause a failure in
collision detection, we adopt the denoising mechanism (with
the D layer) in the model.
D. Effectiveness of Suppression on Saccadic Eye Movements
Saccadic eye movements can be regarded as wide-field
translatory movements. This is because when an animal moves
its eyes or a robot turns its camera eyes, objects within the
visual field seem to translate as their visual positions change,
even though they have not moved [42]. In the visual system
of the locust, the movement detector neurons are strongly
inhibited during the fast phase of voluntary saccades [46]. Biological evidence suggests that the way that edges of opposite
contrast inhibit each other may contribute to the reduction of
responses to wide-field movements [34]. To verify the model’s
inhibitory effect on wide-field translational motion, we have
used traditional sinusoidal gratings and moving backgrounds
as the stimuli under test.
1) Tests Under Sinusoidal Gratings: The traditional stimuli
created with sinusoidal gratings have been used to simulate
the movement of visual scenes. Spatial frequency (SF) and
temporal frequency (TF) are two main parameters, which

Fig. 11. (a) Three video sequences of moving backgrounds are presented:
top row (moving background 1), middle row (moving background 2), and
bottom row (moving background 3). Each video sequence is presented with
three frames; the frame number is indicated under each image. (b) Neural
responses to three moving backgrounds.

represent the motion of sinusoidal gratings. The model was
challenged by a set of SFs and TFs individually. The example
gratings, as input, are shown in Fig. 10(a). Fig. 10(b) shows
the testing of sinusoidal gratings over a range of TF while
maintaining the SF at 20 cycles. Fig. 10(c) shows the testing
of sinusoidal gratings over a range of SF while maintaining
the TF at 10 Hz. We found that the model did not respond to
such stimuli even over a wide range of grating patterns. The
lack of response to the sinusoidal gratings [Fig. 10(b) and (c)]
signifies that the paired ON–OFF responses are able to inhibit
each other and the comparison between ON and OFF channels
is effective. This demonstrates that the way the model responds
to sinusoidal gratings is similar to that of a biological LGMD1
neuron.
2) Tests Under Background Movements: Considering the
fast “saccadic” movements of animals [47] in the natural
world, we have tested the model by subjecting it to changing
natural scenes. The image sequences are separated into three
groups [see Fig. 11(a)]. Each group of background images
has different textures reflecting different background types.
The speed of movement of the natural scenes is 100 pixels
per second and the sampling frequency is 100 fps. Neural
responses of the model to three different kinds of moving
backgrounds can be seen from Fig. 11(b). The results show
that the translatory movements caused by moving backgrounds
are suitably inhibited in most situations. Although a small
number of unexpected spikes are produced by the third group
of background images, they are triggered by the sudden
appearance of objects in the visual field.
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Fig. 12. Example images of simulated motion events; neural responses of models to these moving stimuli; symbols ∗, ◦, and + represent the proposed
model, the comparative model TCM1 and the comparative model TCM2, respectively. (a)–(c) Output curves of looming versus translational events at different
speeds. (d)–(f) Output curves of looming versus translational events under different contrasts. The red curves show that the proposed model responds
selectively to looming objects at various speeds/contrasts but not to translating objects, while other models show no preference between the looming
and the translating objects.

According to the above-mentioned two sets of experiments,
we have verified that the movement of backgrounds cannot
evoke strong responses. This is because the numerous ON
and OFF type stimuli created by changing visual scenes are
sufficiently suppressed by the neural competition mechanism
in the model. Hence, this competition mechanism makes the
model insensitive to a wide range of translatory motions.

E. Comparison on Synthetic and Real Datasets
In this section, the proposed model has been challenged
by looming and translatory events. The proposed model was
first tested on a synthetic dataset in terms of different object
speeds and background luminance. Then, the real image
sequences were utilized to further evaluate the performance
of the proposed model. The performance comparison between
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Fig. 13. Example images of real motion events with simple backgrounds; neural responses of models to movements by objects; symbols ∗, ◦, and + represent
the proposed model, the comparative model TCM1, and the comparative model TCM2, respectively. The object approaches the camera: (a) black ball and
(d) white ball. A translating object moves from left to right in front of the camera: (b) black ball and (e) white ball. Two translating objects move from the
center to left and right separately: (c) two black balls and (f) two white balls. The red curves show the proposed model prefers to respond to looming
objects, rather than translating ones against clean backgrounds.

Fig. 14. Example images of real motion events with complex backgrounds; neural responses of models to movements by objects; symbols ∗, ◦, and +
represent the proposed model, the comparative model TCM1, and the comparative model TCM2, respectively. The object approaches the camera: (a) blue toy
car and (d) white toy car. A translating object moves from left to right in front of the camera: (b) black ball and (e) white ball. Two translating objects move
from the center to left and right separately: (c) black ball and the white ball and (f) blue toy car and the white toy car. The red curves show the proposed
model prefers to respond to looming objects, rather than to translate ones against complex backgrounds.

the proposed model TPM and the two comparative models
(TCM1 and TCM2), was also conducted. The three models are represented by symbols ∗, ◦, and + in the NMP
curves.

1) Comparison on Synthetic Dataset: The simulated motion
of objects consists of a looming black disk (1 × 1 ∼ 40 ×
40 pixel), a 20 × 20 pixel black disk translating from left
to right, and four 5 × 5 pixel black disks translating from
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Fig. 15. Example images of real motion events with complex backgrounds; neural responses of models to movements by the camera; symbols ∗, ◦, and +
represent the proposed model, the comparative model TCM1, and the comparative model TCM2, respectively. The camera approaches the object: (a) blue toy
car and (d) white toy car. The camera turns from right to left in front of objects: (b) blue toy car, (e) white car, (c) black ball and the white ball, and (f) blue
toy car and the white toy car. The red curves show the proposed model prefers to respond to looming objects, rather than other translating cues with
the camera in motion.

the center to the left, right, up and down—i.e., four different
directions. Sample images of these looming and loom-like
translating events are presented in Fig. 12. The speed of the
looming disk changed in an exponential manner. The single
translating disk moved at changing speeds (loom-like), while
the four translating disks moved in a divergent (loom-like)
mode at constant speeds. The range of the speed was set to
10, 20, and 30 pixel/s. The object luminance I O = 0 and
the background luminance was set to four different values
(I B = 1, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25). Hence, the corresponding contrast
C = (I O − I B )/I B is between the range of (−1, −0.5).
Fig. 12 shows the NMP curves of the three models for visual
stimuli at different speeds and contrasts. It can be seen that all
models show good sensitivity for looming events. However, the
loom-like translational motion at a fast speed or high contrast
easily evokes spiking in the two baseline models, whereas
the proposed model produces weak responses. The statistical
results of these simulated video sequences are displayed in
Table II. From Fig. 12 and Table II, we find that the proposed
model works better than the two baseline models in inhibiting
these simulated loom-like translatory events.
2) Comparison on Real Dataset: We further tested the
developed model with recorded video sequences from real
scenes, where the objects, e.g., balls, toy cars, and the camera,
created looming and translatory events in an indoor environment with simple and complex backgrounds. Fig. 13 presents
the performance to a single ball approaching the camera and
translating from left to right against simple backgrounds and
two translatory balls moving from the center to left and right
separately. Similar motion events with complex backgrounds
can be seen in Fig. 14, but the moving objects are toy

TABLE II
D ETECTION S UCCESS R ATE ( D R ) AND FALSE A LARM R ATE ( FA ) FOR THE
S YNTHETIC V ISUAL S TIMULI E XPERIMENTS . (S EE F IG . 12)

TABLE III
D ETECTION S UCCESS R ATE ( D R ) AND FALSE A LARM R ATE ( FA ) FOR THE
R EAL V ISUAL S TIMULI E XPERIMENTS . (S EE F IGS . 13–15)

cars. Fig. 15 displays the movements of the GoPro camera,
involving the approach of toy cars or by turning in front of
them. Note that the turning of the camera is regarded as the
translatory motion of a wide FOV.
From the neural response curves of the LGMD1 models
in Figs. 13–15, we can clearly see that the two comparative
baseline models produce false alarming frames so that they
cannot differentiate looming motion from translational motion.
As the proposed model only responds vigorously to looming
events, it is robust to suppressing the translational events.
Table III exhibits the statistical results of these real video
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sequences. It also demonstrates that the proposed model works
very well in detecting looming cues against the translational
motion.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a new bio-plausible
LGMD1 model based on the comparison of responses from
ON and OFF pathways. The computational architecture of
the model consists of six layers, which integrate neural
information-processing mechanisms for extracting cues for
looming motion. To intuitively illustrate the probability of
neural competition and the effectiveness of the denoising
layer, we present different ON/ OFF responses of looming and
translational motion separately and exhibit the performance of
the model when applying the denoising mechanism. Moreover,
tests of the suppression effect on moving backgrounds indicate that neural competition is also effective in suppressing
responses to wide-field motion. Finally, comprehensive experimental comparisons with other models demonstrate that the
proposed neural network is able to robustly inhibit a response
to any translational motion within the FOV. The results demonstrate that the model is capable of responding correctly to
approaching and translatory movements, enhancing collision
selectivity.
In the future, we will further investigate the potential
applications of the proposed looming-sensitive model, which
aims to handle more complex and dynamic visual scenes for
the navigation of intelligent robots and vehicles.
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